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n Gold eased today as the dollar extended its biggest one-day rally in over a
month, though losses were limited by a retreat in oil prices and European
stocks, which supported interest in the metal as an alternative asset.

n The precious metal has eroded all its early gains for the week after touching
a three-week high at $1,262.60 an ounce on Tuesday, under pressure from a
rebound in the U.S. currency. Spot gold was down 0.2 percent at $1,240.76
an ounce, while U.S. gold futures for June delivery were down $5.70 an ounce
at $1,242.60.

n The metal has steadied after its biggest quarterly rise in nearly 30 years, driven
by a retreat in expectations that the Federal Reserve will push ahead with rate
hikes this year. That would lift the opportunity cost of holding non-yielding
assets, while boosting the dollar, in which gold is priced.

n The big shock for the gold market, and commodities markets in general, was
the big move higher in the dollar yesterday. What risks the gains in the gold
market this year reversing is the Fed starting to push ahead with rate hikes.

n The Dollar rose another 0.2 percent versus a currency basket as improved risk
sentiment led investors to trim positions in low-yielding currencies like the yen
and the euro.

n Bullion-backed exchange-traded funds have seen outflows of late following
sharp inflows earlier in the year. Holdings of the world's largest gold-backed
ETF, SPDR Gold Shares, fell 5.05 tonnes on Wednesday to their lowest in a
month.

n Gold is weakening on a recovery in investor risk appetite. The sharp (equities)
rally and the levelling off of gold-ETF demand recently argue for some period
of price consolidation. It is possible this consolidation turns into liquidation but
any continued sell-off, though likely, should be modest.

June Comex Gold futures are under pressure shortly

before the regular session opening, but the market is

attempting a recovery from earlier losses amid

weakness by the U.S. Dollar. The main trend is down

according to the daily swing chart. The trend will turn

up on a trade through $1264.70. A trade through

$1207.70 will signal a resumption of the downtrend.

The short-term range is $1207.70 to $1264.70. Its

retracement zone is $1236.20 to $1229.50. This zone

is the short-term downside target. The market posted

its intraday low today inside this zone at $1230.70.

This is a sign that investors are respecting the area.

The intermediate range is $1287.80 to $1207.70. Its

retracement zone at $1247.80 to $1257.20 is an upside

target.

n The price of gold fell from the previous day's

three-week peak yesterday

n The Dollar surged to a two-week high against

the euro, and European share prices jumped

after upbeat Chinese trade data

n Gold is taking a breather after the recent gains

and the bounce in stocks and the dollar is likely

leading to traders taking profits

n The metal did not react to the Fed�s Beige Book,

released after gold settled

n Wages have started to rise while the decline in

crude oil production may be coming to an end.
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n Oil traded roughly flat yesterday but remained under pressure after the
International Energy Agency trimmed its forecast for demand growth and on
signs that a producers' meeting this weekend will not yield a concrete plan to
reduce oversupply.

n The International Energy Agency slightly trimmed its estimates for 2016 global
demand growth from last month to 1.16 million barrels per day and said a deal
to freeze oil production by OPEC and non-OPEC producers will have a limited
impact on global supply. This came a day after OPEC cut its forecast for demand
growth and warned of further reductions.

n The world's biggest oil producers, including Saudi Arabia and Russia, are
scheduled to meet in Qatar on Sunday to finalise a deal reached in February
to freeze oil output at January levels, aiming to bolster oil prices. If there is a
production freeze, the impact on physical oil supplies will be limited.

n However, Russian oil minister Alexander Novak told a closed-door briefing of
energy analysts in Moscow on Wednesday that the deal would be loosely
framed with few detailed commitments.

n This suggests producers are unlikely to formally agree to rein in production,
which now stands at around 2 million barrels per day (bpd) in excess of demand.
It's not going to be an agreement, but a declaration of intent to say that if
everything goes well we'l l keep production at January levels.

n Underscoring the continuing oversupply, U.S. crude inventories grew by more-
than-expected 6.6 million last week, the Energy Information Administration said
on Wednesday.

n The latest addition brought commercial stockpiles to a new high of more than
536 million barrels. However, production fell below 9 million barrels a day for
the first time since September 2014.

The WTI Crude Oil market initially tried to rally during

the course of the session on Wednesday, but struggled

once the market got towards the $42 level. This was

an area that had been resistance in the past, and the

fact that we are fighting resistance here isn�t that much

of a surprise. The market is getting close to the major

meeting on the 17th that could decide on oil production

freezes. Because of this, market is probably already

price most of the bullishness and. The fact that the

market is forming a candle that looks very resistive

could suggests that we are about to pull back. At this

point, it seems like the real danger would be to the

downside either due to the fact that we have already

�baked in� all of the bullishness, or the meeting

produces nothing, which would throw this market

downward quickly. In the short-term, looks like we are

starting to calm down a bit.

n Oil prices fell today amid market skepticism about

the outcome of a meeting between major

producers slated for this weekend.

n Suppliers including Saudi Arabia and Russia, are

gathering in Doha on Sunday to discuss curbing

their output to support prices

n If there is to be a production freeze the impact

on physical oil supplies will be limited

n West Texas Intermediate futures were trading

down 0.9% at $41.37 a barrel

n The talk about the freeze meeting has kept

investors on edge in recent weeks
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n Silver defied weakness in other precious metals to climb to a new 5-1/2 month
high, however, after a break through key chart resistance at $16 an ounce set
it up for further gains.

n Silver prices have pulled back slightly from their current yearly high of $16.24
as the demand for safe haven assets are lower following strong global stock
markets and a strong USD.

n The higher stock markets are motived by the return of growth for Chinese
exports, which investors see as being both a sign of encouragement and
stabilization for the Chinese economy.

n The USD is, at the time of writing, today's winner with the strongest gains being
witnessed vs. funding currencies such as the Swiss Franc, Euro, and the
Japanese Yen. The gold/silver ratio, which measures the number of silver
ounces needed to buy an ounce of gold, slid to a 3-1/2 month low as silver
outperformed gold.

n From a technical point of view, silver's current yearly high of $16.29 is capping
price. Beyond the $16.29 high the October 28 high of $16.38 is the next level
of resistance, following the June 2, 2015 high of $16.88.

n The iShares Silver Trust and the ETFS Physical Silver Shares, two of the
largest physically-backed silver exchange traded funds, have been trailing
comparable gold rivals for much of this year, but the white metal is showing
plenty of signs of breaking that trend.

n SLV and SIVR posted decent gains on Wednesday, extending a run that has
seen the ETFs hit multi-month highs on consecutive days.  The two silver ETFs
are each up more than 17% year-to-date. Unlike gold, silver is used in many
industrial applications, but industrial demand is diminishing as global growth,
notably China, begins to slow.

Silver markets went back and forth during the day on

Wednesday, but ultimately show quite a bit of resiliency

and the fact that they are willing to hang out in this

high level. With that being the case, we feel that

summer markets will break out given enough time

anyway, so we are bullish of this market in feel that

pullbacks will offer buying opportunities. A break out

above the top of the range is also very positive, and

would have to be treated as such. With that being the

case, we are cautiously optimistic. The silver market

bulls have the overall near-term technical advantage

and have momentum on their side. Silver bulls� next

upside price breakout objective is closing prices above

solid technical resistance at $16.37 an ounce. The

next downside price breakout objective for the bears

is closing prices below solid support at this week�s low

of $15.37.

n Silver prices did post modest gains and hit another

5.5-month high

n May Comex silver was last up $0.078 at $16.30

an ounce

n Upbeat economic data coming out of China,

helped to lift traders� and investors� spirits at mid-

week

n There was a batch of U.S data released

yesterday, but it was a mixed bag and had

little impact on the markets

n Silver has rallied 7.8 percent in the past four

sessions
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